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Make no mistake, Karen and Lyndal are first class.
You will not meet a more competent and impressive
duo in the industry and I would advise you to secure
their services immediately.
If you don’t...you are settling for second best.
Grant Williams
Executive Producer A Current Affair
Nine Network
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Why Punch
Strategic media &
communications
Stakeholder relations
Community consultation

Karen McKinley
Media and communications director

Lyndal Dennis
Strategy and communications director

What We
Do

Media & publicity
management
Corporate events &
sponsorship
Social media strategy &
content
Crisis management
Corporate documents &
newsletters
Partnership marketing

Who we are
The Punch Group is a dynamic, fresh and results-driven
PR and communications agency, based on the Gold Coast.
With more than 40 combined years of corporate marketing
and public relations experience, Punch offers leading
industry expertise with a professional yet personalised and
fun approach.
Our Strategy and Communications Director Lyndal Dennis,
has worked in various senior management communications
roles in tourism, travel and government sectors in SouthEast Queensland including Queensland Airports Limited,
Dreamworld and Gold Coast City Council.

Karen McKinley is our Media and Communications Director.
She is a former News Ltd journalist and Nine News freelance
reporter/producer as well as a contributor to Vogue
Magazine, Women’s Weekly and various lifestyle magazines.
Karen is a PRIA Gold Award winner and has managed a
range of public relations campaigns for clients such as the
Somerset Celebration of Literature, Villa World Ltd, The
Mothers’ Milk Bank, The Royal Pines Resort including their
signature restaurant RPR’s, The Lotus Institute and Oscarwinning make-up artist Peter Frampton (Braveheart) and
Spanish fashion labels Jordi Labanda and Desigual.
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How we work
Relationships

›› We’re strategic

Communication with our clients is a priority. We establish
strong working relationships based on integrity, trust
and honesty. We value relationships with clients and our
extensive networks of media and business contacts. After all,
people are the basis of business success.

Everything we do at Punch is strategic and result driven.
Our forte is in crafting and delivering measurable
communication campaigns and strategies, many of which
involve a wide spectrum of stakeholders.

›› We’re creative

Marketing and Business Integration
At Punch, we understand the importance of integrating
strategic media and communications that contribute to
the bottom line. To achieve this, we work seamlessly with
in-house marketing and business managers to ensure all
our activities focus on supporting and maximizing our
clients’ objectives.

At Punch, we pride ourselves on delivering results through
creative campaigns. We’ve held weddings on rollercoasters,
we organised 2014 IndyCar World Champ Will Power to
race a jet down a runway and we convinced business leaders
and media personalities to wear only their jocks for prostate
cancer awareness. All these campaigns received amazing
cut through generating significant national and international
publicity for our clients.

›› We’re reliable, flexible and efficient

Partnerships
‘If I have seen further than others, it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants’ - Sir Isaac Newton.
Partnering and working with like-minded organisations helps
extend reach, add brand value and can take a campaign to
new heights. This is a key area of success for Punch.

At Punch, we work only with the best. Our highly-skilled
network of designers, marketers and writers means we
deliver exciting fresh creative campaigns - no matter how big
or small - on time, on budget and packed with PUNCH!

›› W
 e work with geographically diverse
teams overseas
Working with teams at different locations is a daily
requirement in servicing our clients Queensland Airports
Limited (with teams at the Gold Coast, Townsville, Mount Isa
and Longreach airports) and Wagners (with teams at project
sites across Australia and internationally).

›› We’re innovative and timeless
At Punch, we strategically work across and provide content
for all communication channels and platforms, from owned
channels (websites, blogs, e-newsletters) to social media to
traditional media channels.
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Our experience & expertise
Media Management

Industry Expertise

As media experts, we are highly-skilled and experienced in
delivering strategic media management targeting a wide
range of stakeholders.

Through our experience and contacts, we offer a strong
platform for managing the PR and communication needs for
clients in the following industries:

Our network is extensive, spanning Queensland, interstate,
national and international media contacts in the areas of
news, tourism, fashion, business, online, aviation, property,
government and trade specialists. Going beyond traditional
channels, we include industry leaders, online journalists and
bloggers as part of this network.

»» Tourism and aviation
»» Property
»» Fashion and lifestyle
»» Government
»» Finance, business and investment
»» Local community

Reputation and crisis management
At Punch, we love crisis management and we’re good at it!
Our collective experience in crisis management includes:
»» major ride and attraction failures
»» construction failures
»» ASX announcements and investor relations
»» emergency desktop and simulated field exercises – all
of which included emergency service agencies and
numerous stakeholders
»» corporate CEO and chairman resignations
»» medical emergencies
»» government and trade union disputes
»» disgruntled journalists, action groups and
rogue employees

»» Contractors and tenants
»» Customers

›› Tourism and aviation
We have extensive tourism experience, in destination and
out, including positioning new property developments and
tourist attractions on the world stage. Examples include
Dreamworld, Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport, Gold Coast
Airport, Townsville Airport, The Royal Pines Resort and
Villa World.

›› Property
For many years, Karen was the PR consultant for MFS
Diversified Group and the Ray Group (developers of Salt
Estate at Kingscliff). Some of our current clients include
Winten Property Group and Yarrum Equities’ Mt Cotton
project called Silkwood Estate. We also have strong PR
contacts with the Property Council of Australia, the Urban
Design Institute of Australia and the Real Estate Institute
of Queensland.
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›› Fashion and lifestyle

›› Government

We have connections to the bloggers, fashion editors, key
photographers and fashion industry leaders in Australia. We
also have many celebrity and designer contacts to further
leverage key brands. Collectively, we have worked with
Wyse bodywear, European labels Desigual, Jordi Labnada,
Rose & Thin, Hats by the Hundred (Akubra and My Red
Lippy), the Lotus Institute and Oscar-winning make up artist
Peter Frampton.

We deal with all levels of government - local, state and
national at a ministerial and departmental level.

More than 30,000 people flocked to Brisbane West Wellcamp
Airport late last year to see 2014 IndyCar champ Will Power
race a Cessna Mustang Citation jet down the airport’s newlycompleted 2.87 kilometre runway.
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Our experience & expertise (Cont.)
›› Finance, business and investment

›› Contractors and tenants

With connections across business and financial media, we
have both worked for ASX-listed companies including;
Macquarie Bank subsidiary Omni Leisure (parent company
for Dreamworld) and MFS Diversified Group.

We have worked for properties that incorporate a variety of
retail tenants, contractors and stakeholders including Gold
Coast Airport, Townsville Airport and Dreamworld.

›› Local community
At Punch, we’re highly experienced at bringing the locals into
the fold as ambassadors and repeat customers.
The fact that more than 30,000 people turned out to the
Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport community open day is
testament to our ability to engender community pride in a
major community asset (albeit a private development).
Other experience in this area includes looking after all the
PR and media requirements for the Somerset Celebration
of Literature and successfully dealing with neighbours and
action groups through our work with Gold Coast Airport,
Queensland Airports Limited, Dreamworld, Gold Coast City
Council and Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport.

2014 IndyCar Champion Will Power

›› Customers
With our strong marketing-based PR backgrounds, we
are very experienced in using PR to help drive customer
visitation and spending.
»» In 2014, Punch brokered the partnership between the
It’s A Bloke Thing Foundation (IABT) and the Prostate
Cancer Foundation of Australia (PCFA). The result: the
PCFA committed to match dollar-for-dollar all monies
from the IABT donated to prostate cancer research. The
total funds raised through this partnership in 2014 was
$1.2million making the IABT lunch in Toowoomba the
most successful fundraising daytime event in Australia.
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We’ve worked with
Wagners - PR and communications for all Wagners
Australian and international activities
Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport - Media and crisis
management, government relations, community engagement
and consultation
Queensland Airports Limited - Annual reports, corporate
documents, PR and media relations
Gold Coast Airport Pty Limited - Community consultation,
stakeholder relations
Damien Greer Lawyers - Media relations, publicity
management, social media and web content
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation
Queen’s Baton Relay - Event and media management
Nespresso - Brand partner communications
HBA Partners business accountants - Web content and social
media management
Winten Property Group - Media and
communications management
Silkwood Estate, Mt Cotton - Media and
publicity management
It’s A Bloke Thing - Media, communications and
partnership management
City of Gold Coast - Community engagement and marketing
Dreamworld - Media and communications management

The Lotus Institute - PR and media management
The Royal Pines - Publicity management
Villa World - Media and stakeholder relations
Hats by The Hundred (Akubra and My Red Lippy) - Publicity
and media management
Sommerset Celebration of Literature - Publicity and event
management, stakeholder relations and talent management
Jordi Labanda and Desigual - Publicity and
media management
The Mothers Milk Bank charity lunch - Event and
publicity management
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Laura Geitz

Punch plugs
“I have known Karen McKinley and Lyndal Dennis for many years and would rate
them as two of the standout public relations and communications professionals in
the country.
Since 1999, I have held senior positions across a range of Australian broadcast
media including Executive Producer to radio legend John Laws and my current
role of National Executive Producer of the Nine Network’s A Current Affair, which
I have held for seven years.
During that time I have dealt with literally hundreds and hundreds of public
relations and communications operators from right around the country and this
allows me to form a well-educated view of where The Punch Group sits in the
pecking order.
Make no mistake, Karen and Lyndal are first class.

You will not meet a more competent and impressive duo
in the industry and I would advise you to secure their
services immediately.
If you don’t ... you are settling for second best.”
Grant Williams, Executive Producer A Current Affair,
Nine Network

“Recently I was engaged by the Wagner Group as an ambassador for their then
under construction Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport. As a result, I had cause to
work extensively with The Punch Group who were engaged to undertake public
relations and other roles related to the project. At all times Karen and Lyndal
were professional, cordial, punctual and an absolute pleasure to work with. As a
result of the work I perform in various public forums, I have cause to work with a
great many organisations performing similar roles to The Punch Group and I can
categorically say that they are among the best I have worked with. Were I ever
“on the other side of the fence” I would have absolutely no hesitation in engaging
them. Above all of that, they are pleasant friendly people who genuinely care about
achieving the best results for their clients.”
Shane Webcke Ambassador for Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport, Australian
football champion and Seven News presenter
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“An expert in her field, Lyndal is a very media savvy PR
professional. As a senior manager in my sales and marketing
team at Dreamworld, Lyndal helped lead the park through
all media activities from launching new rides, media events
and attractions to managing in-park crises, with resounding
success. Her ability to position a tourism product such as
Dreamworld on the world stage is second to none.
Lyndal also understood the role of PR as part of the overall
marketing mix and was able to maximise every opportunity
because of this understanding. This is demonstrated by
Dreamworld winning the Tourism Queensland Marketing
award three years running 2002/3/4. An enthusiastic and
reliable PR professional, I have every confidence in her
abilities and the team at The Punch Group.”
Brian Clinton, Former General Manager Sales and Marketing,
Dreamworld

“With professionalism paramount in their business dealings
with clients, I have no hesitation in supporting and
recommending The Punch Group. It has been a pleasure
working with such a dedicated team.”

“The Punch Group has been engaged to manage Wagners
global media and communications including our headline
project the Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport for the past
few years.

Both Lyndal and Karen are a delight to
work with and have integrated seamlessly
with our in-house marketing team
and staff.
They are both extremely creative and a pleasure to work
with and handle themselves very professionalIy in dealings
with the public, corporate community and all levels of
government.
Our greenfield airport has grown into an internationally
recognised project, largely due to the fantastic publicity
achievements generated by The Punch Group.
Lyndal and Karen have a great flair for creating concepts
that deliver and they would be an asset to any organisation
wanting raise their profile either in Australia or
internationally.”
John Wagner, Chairman Wagners Global

Mick Doohan, Global Jet International

“I was introduced to Lyndal and Karen from The Punch Group
through my ambassador role with Wellcamp Airport. From
my first meeting with them I was so impressed with their
professionalism, organisation and attention to detail. Above
all these two ladies have a wonderful working relationship
which reflects through any job they are taking on.

Their friendliness is second to none and I
would strongly encourage you to consider
The Punch Group for all of your PR
requirements.”
Laura Geitz Ambassador for Brisbane West Wellcamp
Airport and Australian Diamonds Netball Captain

Making news
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Punch plugs (Cont.)
Olympic silver medalist diver
Brittany Broben

“Over the past 18 months, I have had the pleasure of working with both Lyndal
Dennis and Karen McKinley from The Punch Group as part of the development of
Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport.
During this time, the pair have demonstrated their exceptional event and media
management skills, showcasing the airport and QantasLink services to the
travelling public, the tourism industry and business community in Queensland
and across Australia. The fact that more than 30,000 people turned out for the
Wellcamp Airport community open day in September 2014 is testament to
their abilities.
With a strong work ethic, creative flair and extensive network of contacts,
Karen and Lyndal from The Punch Group deliver outstanding results. I have no
hesitation in recommending their services.”
Elsa D’Alessio, Head of Regional Development, QantasLink

“For several years, I have had the pleasure of working with Lyndal and more
recently with both Karen and Lyndal through The Punch Group’s association
with QAL.
With a can-do attitude, this dynamic team is efficient, creative and proactive,
consistently delivering results with a smile. Their expertise and contacts in
tourism Australia-wide and in the local community makes The Punch Group a
perfect extension of our in-house marketing and PR team.
With refreshing honesty, they take time to deeply understand issues and our
business objectives to ensure they get the results we’re after.
I regard them as highly competent and effective professionals and have no
hesitation in recommending their services.”
Paul Donovan, Executive General Manager Business Development and Marketing,
Queensland Airports Limited

“I’m pleased to endorse Karen McKinley and Lyndal Dennis from The Punch
Group. Both women are highly-regarded professionals in the media industry and
I’ve had a long association with them, from my days working with Karen on the
Gold Coast Bulletin - and later as a public relations practitioner - and with Lyndal
in her roles as PR manager at Dreamworld and later Gold Coast Airport. Both
have a strong flair for creative and effective media and public relations, as well as
excellent relationships and contacts within the industry. I would not hesitate to
recommend Karen and Lyndal to your company.”
Greg Stolz Gold Coast Bureau Chief, The Courier Mail/Sunday Mail
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“I have worked closely with Karen McKinley and Lyndal Dennis for several years.
Their professionalism, creativity and work ethic for their clients has been most
impressive. I have no hesitation in giving them my highest endorsement.”
Steve Etwell, Editor in Chief, The Chronicle Newspaper (APN Network)

“I’ve known Lyndal Dennis in a professional capacity for over eight years. I first met
Lyndal when she was the Publicity Manager for Dreamworld on the Gold Coast.

Lyndal has an extensive network of media contacts and a very
strong understanding of the tourism industry.
Having worked with Lyndal on domestic and international familiarisations with
media, trade and other “influencers”, Lyndal has always proven to be a competent,
reliable and very professional operator who will go out of her way to ensure the
job gets done.
In addition, the press releases we receive for Lyndal’s current clients are well
researched, accurately written and most importantly of relevance to media.”
Bruce Wallace, Director Global Publicity, Tourism Events Queensland
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Punch plugs (Cont.)
Channel Nine personality
Natalie Gruzlewski

“I have known Karen McKinley for the past 10 years, initially in her capacity as
Public Relations consultant for Villa World Limited and more recently appointing
her company, The Punch Group, to manage the publicity for a significant property
project at Mt Cotton.
During her role with Villa World Limited Karen was responsible for the coordination and production of all public communications both through the
Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) and the media.
Starting from scratch and learning all the intricacies of a business is no simple task,
yet Karen was able to accomplish this in a very short period of time. This enabled
her to get ahead of the game in terms of understanding the company’s strategic
strengths and being able to utilise these in media presentations.
When Villa World Limited and MFS Diversified Trust merged in October 2006,
Karen and her business associate immediately developed a communication
strategy to assist clients, business partners and the community at large,
understand how the new Group was structured, how it would operate and the
strategic benefits of the merged entity.
Working closely with Karen during this time and also in my other subsequent roles,
I have been very impressed with her attention to detail, forward planning, close
working relationship with the media, urgency in dealing with issues and quick
response to requests.

I have no hesitation in recommending The Punch Group as an
outstanding public relations service provider.”
Brent Hailey, Managing Director, Orchid Property Group and former President
UDIA QLD and current active member

“I have had the pleasure of knowing Karen McKinley and Lyndal Dennis for more
than 10 years. I worked closely with Karen when she was a freelance news
reporter at Nine’s Gold Coast Bureau and also dealt regularly with Lyndal in
her capacity as the Corporate Affairs Manager at Dreamworld and Queensland
Airports Limited. Both women are very professional, creative, friendly and easy
to work with and have a particular flair for engaging with people from all walks of
life. With a strong focus on the tourism, aviation and special events sector, I have
no hesitation in recommending The Punch Group for any corporate affairs and
communication needs.
Karen and Lyndal are highly regarded in the media industry and always go above
and beyond for their clients.”
Natalie Gruzlewski, Television Personality
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“Lyndal and Karen are a formidable team, providing their clients with an impressive
skill set to get the job done. As a Corporate Affairs Manager I often find myself
time poor when tackling large projects, whilst at the same time feeling reluctant to
engage a consultant. The Punch Group has set a new benchmark in PR/Marketing
consultancy, taking the time to understand your business objectives and
immersing themselves in the project at hand. If you’re looking for a consultancy
that pride themselves on professionalism, creativity and attention to detail look no
further than The Punch Group.”
Melissa Pearce Manager Corporate Affairs, Queensland Airports Limited

“We own the company Hats By the Hundred and have been doing business with
Karen for many years in a marketing capacity.
We have always found Karen to be an extremely professional and courteous
person who exudes warmth. We would not hesitate in recommending Karen to
anyone in her future business endeavors.”
Cheryl and Andrew Lygo, Owners, Hats by The Hundred

A dynamic duo.
“Lyndal and Karen approach everything they do with professionalism, style, grace
and intelligence. They both possess an innate ability to communicate effectively,
warmly and easily with people from all walks of life, and they conduct themselves
with honesty and integrity. They are articulate and skilled at not only developing
a client’s message, but importantly at conveying that message in a way the media
will respond to. With their combination of impeccable presentation and mediasavvy business skills, Lyndal and Karen will no doubt deliver knockout results for
their clients.”
Rachael Jansen, Sense of Self Wellness Director, Journalist and former Chief Of
Staff The Gold Coast Bulletin

“We have known and worked with Karen and Lyndal for many years and have
found them to be among the most highly professional, creative and efficient
media and PR consultants we’ve ever had the pleasure of dealing with. I would
have absolutely no hesitation in highly recommending The Punch Group to any
organisation large or small currently considering options for their media and
PR solutions.”
Jack Ray, Executive Director, Ray Group

Seven News at BWWA
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Our work
Case study examples
CLIENT: Wagners’ Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport (BWWA)

THE BRIEF: Taking a greenfield construction project to a
national stage
In 2013, Wagners engaged The Punch Group to develop and implement a multifaceted media and communications campaign to help engage the local community,
all levels of government and local, state and national media. The aim was to raise
the profile of the project nationally to secure airlines and tenancies, engender
community ownership of the asset (albeit a private development) and showcase
the construction strength of Wagners global operations.

CHALLENGES:
Since Brisbane West Wellcamp Airport (BWWA) was a greenfield construction
site and the first project of its kind ever undertaken in Australia, the airport had
detractors who threatened to overshadow what was going to be a game-changing
asset for the region and ultimately the nation.
To address the criticism, The Punch Group’s recommendation was to ensure
a constant stream of positive stories about the developer and the project,
were generated in local, state and national media drowning out any negative
commentators. A strong community engagement program to help create
‘ownership’ of this new major community asset also supported this.

Brisbane West Wellcamp
Airport open day 2015

The Punch Group also needed to help maintain a positive media presence to
support high-level negotiations with major airlines, who were needed to make the
airport viable.
Toowoomba was still considered a ‘drive market’ by both the local regional tourism
organisation and Tourism and Events Queensland. While the airport was not
considered the ‘destination’, it was still important to educate and engage local
tourism operators to consider their role in capitalising on the new interstate
markets opened up by BWWA.

Flying high: Wagners global
chairman John Wagner and
BWWA ambassador Laura Geitz

Need for speed: 2014 IndyCar
champion Will Power
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HIGHLIGHTS:
RELATIONSHIPS

Media: Extensive media coverage was achieved again in the
local, state and national media.

Highlights of the campaign included extensive national
media coverage, which was in part achieved by Punch
establishing a face-to-face relationship between Wagners’
global chairman John Wagner and key media identities.

COMMUNITY/EVENT MANAGEMENT
The Punch Group played a major event management role
in two community on-site airport open days that attracted
18,000 people and then 30,000 people, respectively.
In addition to co-ordinating celebrity MCs rugby legend Tim
Horan and TV personality Natalie Gruzlewski, The Punch
Group managed all media activities for the event including
famils and live radio crosses and international coverage
of 2014 IndyCar champ Will Power racing a V8 supercar
against a Cessna Mustang Citation jet down the airport’s
newly-completed 2.87 kilometre runway.

KEY ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Qantas Partnership: After months of negotiations,
QantasLink came on board as the foundation customer
for BWWA in September 2014. The Punch Group worked
closely with the airline to secure national coverage of the
announcement - on all major TV networks, newspapers and
radio - and supported the marketing roll out to promote the
new flights.
Government relations: The Punch Group was responsible for
the media co-ordination and liaison with then Queensland
Premier Campbell Newman and his office, Wagners’ Global
chairman John Wagner, other politicians and QantasLink
CEO John Gissing.
Media: The QantasLink announcement at BWWA received
extensive national media coverage.
Inaugural flight celebrations: Just two months following the
announcement, The Punch Group, in close collaboration
with Qantas, planned a major event that celebrated the first
inbound and outbound QantasLink fights at BWWA, along
with a special Sydney-based celebration that included VIPS,
media and politicians.

QantasLink Onboard: Former Premier Campbell Newman

OUTCOME:
BWWA is now a fully operational airport that not only has
QantasLink as a foundation customer but also welcomed
Regional Air Express (REX) earlier this year.
The services are at capacity and the project has cemented
itself as a major player on Australia’s aviation landscape.
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Our work
Case study examples (Cont)
CLIENT: Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Corporation (GOLDOC).

THE BRIEF: Showcase the Gold Coast
in the lead up to the 2018 Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games
The Punch Group was required to design and implement the
Gold Coast leg of the 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games
Queen’s Baton Relay (QBR) as part of the baton’s showcase
journey through 69 countries across the world.
This involved coordinating the athletes and designing a
media event that showcased iconic Gold Coast images across
the world - from Surfers Paradise Beach to the spectacular
heights at the top of the Q1 building.
In addition to the main relay, The Punch Group was also
required to manage a community-based event to showcase
the baton the day after it arrived on the Gold Coast.
Overall, this project involved event production, media
coordination and stakeholder management and
communications.
The main focus of the brief was to:
»» showcase the best of the Gold Coast in national and
international media and at the opening ceremony of the
Glasgow Commonwealth Games
»» generate local Gold Coast publicity and community
interest surrounding the Queen’s Baton Relay on the
Gold Coast
»» secure positive media coverage for the QBR community
event

Former Ironwoman Karla Gilbert with little nippers

CHALLENGES:
Being such a prestigious and world-renowned event, the
QBR presented a number of challenges that needed to be
managed to ensure its success.
We had to ensure the events around the baton’s Gold
Coast visit satisfied all protocols and expectations of
GOLDOC, The Commonwealth Games Association, The
Commonwealth Games Federation and the various political
leaders involved.
Many international viewers may not have known anything
about the Gold Coast or where it is located, so it was
important the baton’s journey captured and promoted the
essence of the city where the next games will be held.
As part of the messaging, it was integral the community
understood the baton was for the Commonwealth Games
in Glasgow 2014 and the Gold Coast would receive its own
baton prior to hosting the Games in 2018.
Without being able to conduct a rehearsal for the event, the
timing of every component of the relay was critical, starting
from hurdler Sally Pearson arriving by boat onto Surfers
Paradise Beach to hand the baton to then Queensland
Premier Campbell Newman, to leaving the beach via a bike in
the hands of cyclist Sarah Carrigan and being transported to
diver Brittany Broben, who walked the baton on the outside
of the Q1 building to the spire.
Throughout the event, security was a high priority, both
for the baton and the political leaders involved. As such,
we worked closely with all authorities to ensure security
requirements were met at all times. This included significant
crisis and contingency planning.
Given the event was being held in a public space, we worked
with local authorities to ensure the right permits and
approvals were secured, all risk management procedures
were followed and crowd control was in place to ensure the
event rolled out smoothly.
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HIGHLIGHTS:

OUTCOME:

Some of the highlights included:

The 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games Queen’s Baton
Relay was a successful event that not only helped foster
excitement for the 2018 Gold Coast event but also became
a promotional tool for the Gold Coast that has been seen by
millions of people around the world.

»» Achieving national and international coverage of the
relay event.
»» Helping showcase the Gold Coast on the international
stage through a showreel of the event that would be
used as part of the closing ceremony for the 2014
Commonwealth Games in Glasgow.
»» Engendering strong community support and
excitement in the lead-up to the 2018 Gold Coast
CommonwealthGames.

The Queen’s Baton arrives on iconic Surfer Paradise beach

Beach bound: Olympic gold medalist
Sally Pearson arrives with the baton
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Our work
Case study examples (Cont)
CLIENT: Queensland Airports Limited (QAL)

BRIEF: Community engagement and dealing
with action groups
The Punch Group has been engaged for the past few years
to provide ongoing media, communications and community
relations support to QAL’s internal corporate affairs team.
In addition to this support, which has included writing the
annual report and other corporate documents, QAL’s Gold
Coast Airport commissioned The Punch Group to work on a
specialised project outlined below.

One of the key challenges in restructuring the group was to
ensure stakeholder relationships were maintained and a fair
and equitable community representation was achieved on
the CACG and the process was not blocked by vocal minority
groups.
While a new structure already had the support of the
community at large, including business groups and relevant
government departments including the Department of
Infrastructure and Transport and Airservices Australia, it still
needed to be a smooth and delicately-managed transition
from a public forum to an invitation-only format.

Special project:
QAL engaged The Punch Group to restructure and redesign
the Community Aviation Consultative Group (CACG)
to make it a more productive forum and return it to its
core charter.
As the leading community consultative group for Gold Coast
Airport, the CACG was set up in 2011 as mandated by the
Federal Government.

CHALLENGES:
Up until The Punch Group’s involvement, the CACG had
been run as a series of open public forums.
The forum, while not a decision-making body, was designed
to engage and consult with the local airport community,
however the open nature of the group meant the concerns
of a minority of locals overshadowed wider areas of
public interest.
The meetings proved unproductive, ineffective and often
volatile and Punch identified that significant changes to the
group were necessary to improve communication outcomes.

This process involved meeting with and ensuring the new
structure had the support of key airport stakeholders,
including local, state and federal politicians, local neighbours
and community representatives, airlines and relevant
interest groups.
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OUTCOMES:
Some key outcomes of the restructured CACG included:
»» Improved communication, productivity and effectiveness
of the group – which is now a round-table consultative
forum for community, business and industry leaders to
share and discuss airport related topics.
»» Fair and equitable representation of a cross section of
the Gold Coast and Tweed communities.

»» Greater airport access for community groups to key
airport and aviation decision makers through their
nominated CACG representatives.
»» Setting a new benchmark for other airport CACGs
around Australia.
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Our work
Case study examples (Cont)
CLIENT: IT’S A BLOKE THING (IABT) FOUNDATION

THE BRIEF: Putting a local charity in the
national spotlight
It’s A Bloke Thing (IABT) Foundation is a charity established
in 2011 by a group of leading Queensland business identities
to raise money for prostate cancer awareness and research.
The Punch Group was engaged to help the Queenslandbased It’s A Bloke Thing Foundation gain national attention
for their prostate cancer charity and associated lunch
event. The overall objectives were to generate more funds
and help drive a national awareness campaign focusing on
prostate cancer.

CHALLENGES:
One of the key challenges was to raise the profile of a
regional event to the national stage. While the Foundation
had strong support from the founding committee member
networks, including the local Toowoomba business
community, it didn’t have the clout or cut through to put the
event in the national spotlight.
The size of the IABT Foundation charity lunch was also
restricted due to the limited capacity of the venue - the
largest of its nature in the area at the time – which meant
revenue from ticket sales was limited.

›› Show Us Yours Jocks awareness campaign
An awareness campaign was created and designed by The
Punch Group to help take the brand to a national level. It was
pitched to various media outlets and the Today Show ran a
story on two survivors (aired: August 12 2014) to coincide
with the lunch and Show Us Your Jocks campaign launch.
The campaign had the support of the Prostate Cancer
Foundation of Australia.
The idea was to have Show Us Your Jocks as the tag-line
under the It’s A Bloke Thing brand to encourage a broader
community appeal and cheeky initiative to drive people to
support prostate cancer research and awareness.
Media
Some of the media coverage generated by The Punch Group
included:
»» Local and state radio coverage, ie 4BC, 4GR, ABC
(Toowoomba)
»» Toowoomba Chronicle x 3 (including a front page story)
$15,000
»» Channel 7 News (statewide)
»» Win News Toowoomba
»» River 949 news

HIGHLIGHTS:

»» Today Show (2.5min story) $52,000

›› Guest speakers

»» Queensland Country Life

The Punch Group approached A Current Affair national
executive producer Grant Williams and asked for his support
and to attend the event as a guest speaker.
While his son Rory suffered a rare form of cancer, Grant was
also undergoing his own journey, having been diagnosed with
prostate cancer during Rory’s treatment.
Through our networks, The Punch Group was also
responsible for Mick Doohan’s involvement as a key note
speaker at the luncheon.

Total value estimate: $70,000
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This initiative resulted
in an overwhelming
$1.2 million
contribution to
prostate cancer
research nationally

FUNDRAISING:

OUTCOME:

One of the most significant contributions made by The
Punch Group, outside the extensive media coverage, was to
orchestrate the Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia to
commit to matching dollar-for-dollar funds raised through
the IABT Foundation.

The Prostate Cancer Foundation of Australia has further
committed to matching dollar-for-dollar the funds raised in
2015 by the IABT.

This initiative resulted in an overwhelming $1.2 million
contribution to prostate cancer research nationally – a feat
that now puts the IABT luncheon as the biggest daytime
fundraising event in Australia.

QantasLink came on board as the Foundation’s naming rights
sponsor for the 2015 luncheon.
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